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ABCs and 123s

Simple rules govern this game,
You’ll find it in the name.
Pick a skill, prop, or stage
for each letter on the page

Go Around an Apple at the Airport
Catch a Cookie at the Courthouse

Find a Feline in a Fort
Master a game called Mouse

You get the idea, now get out and play
Get your pup, Get ready to Laugh
And be as creative as you can be!

Send us pics, or post on our page,
Share your ideas and creative ways!

If you need inspiration
Or a moment to unwind

Color in each letter
Relax - Take your time! 

Finished them all, and want a prize?
Of course you do, I would too!

Just let us know and you’ll get your due!



A is for Apple, 
Albatross and Around

Find a fun prop
And play with your hound!



B is for Bench, Ball
Or Go Back

Grab lots of cookies
and give it a whack!



Cookie! Cookie! Cookie!
What else would C be?

Cat, Come, Crawl
Set your imagination free!



Down in a doorway
Drop it on the deck

Add Distance to your cues
We Double Dog Dare you!



Educate, Employ, Enjoy…
Shall I Elaborate?
A dog with a job

Is one happy mate!



Forward! Find it! Fast!
Food Fiddle and Freeze!

Today is a day to have Fun
Its your day to seize!



Go! Get it!
Good Job! Great!!
Gotta love a pup

Who knows how to wait!



High Five the Human
Wearing a Hat

Hold a Hairbrush by the Handle
Or something like that!



I is for Imagine, Idea
and Ice Cream

(and Iambic Pentameter
although this verse is not!)

Can your pup do better,
Finding words for the “I” slot?



Jump for Joy
Or over a bar.
What ‘J’ skills

Does your dog know so far?



Kids with Kites and Kittens 
galore.

Kings with Kazoos that
Knock on your door.

This sounds chaotic, at least to 
me. Time to Kennel up, for 

everyone’s sanity!



Leave it, Let’s go
Go get your Leash.

A Lick, a Leap, a Lunging Lap
Maybe its time for an afternoon

Nap!



Middle a Man with Magenta Mules
(No, not the equines – it’s a type 

of shoe!)
Think its too hard? Don’t be blue! 

–
Try sending to a Maroon Mark (or 
Mauve, or Mint) – do you know 

that cue?



N is for naked
(Dog only please!)

Ditch the leash and the collar
and communicate with ease! 



Get On an Orange Octagonal 
Obstacle Outside!

Too much?
Play the Original Orientation 

game
Of Optimism fame. 



P is for Polite
As all dogs should know
Having good manners
Will steal the show.

P is also for PLAY!
Any game will do

Spend some time with 
just your dog and you!



Quick and Quiet
We never Quit!

Quality over Quantity
Just stick with it!



Ready, Responsive, Relaxed
You know what’s best.

Help guide your pup through
This Living in the Human World 

Test!



S is for SQUIRREL!
In the yard, on the fence, 

up a tree!
I choose you, attention noise,

A to B, 
What do you do when Squirrel! 

is all your dog sees?



T is for Taco!
That doesn’t seem right… 

Touch, Tornado, Towel, Target -
Now those are dog cues you 

might like!



Under, Umbrella, Upside-down
Ukulele, Uniform, Paint the Town

U-Turn Right, U-Turn Left
Do a dance and twirl around! 



Vacuums and Vegetables
Vehicles (specifically Vans), 

Are these a challenge
Or is your dog a fan?



Whistle while you Work
Walk by windows and wheels 

and wagons. 
Wait for a wave, 

wade in the water
Wash up that muddy dragon!



X marks the spot
At home or away

How do you mark a behavior
So your dog knows when to stay?



Yes! You cheer..
Yippee, Yahoo!

Young pup comes near.
Over yonder was a yellow yak!
There might have been fear, 
But Proximity saves the day

And choosing to stay close is the 
triumph of the year!



Do you live in a Zoo? 
Is the Zebra there too?
Zig-Zagging Zoomies, 
Can I come play too?



Repetition is boring
We know that’s a fact!

Pick ONE skill, perform it perfect,
Then get a snack!



Two-by two, what can you do?
Pair skills or props 

To teach something new!



Third times a charm, 
Or so they say.

Work in sets of three
And take plenty of time to play!



Number Four equates to 
Reliability & Trust.

Building up your relationship 
bank account is an absolute 

must!



5 in a row – now here’s the test.
1 or 2 done right, 

its time to go back.
3 done right means

stay where you’re at.
4 or 5 done right and 

you’ve got it down pat!



6 cues is a row –
what do you think?

Sit, Down, Stand, Back, 
Front and Spin.

Add some fun tricks and go for 
the win!



Seven colors in a rainbow
Seven Days in the Week.

Can you list Seven skills you know
Or maybe some you need to tweak?



Pieces of 8 – or pirate’s treasure
Hidden all over the Earth.

Eight Toys or Treats for your furry  
Beast to hunt with great mirth!



Three times Three, Seven plus Two
Combining cues makes a 

challenge for you!

Behaviors chained, Baby steps 
combined make a performance 

that’ll blow your mind!



You’ve reached the end, with 
number 10

You really are the best!
Find 10 ways that you can say

I Love You!
Then take a well-earned rest!


